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What sets Lightspeed Filter™ apart?

Fast and accurate roster syncing: Simultaneously sync any combination of student information systems (SIS)  
and directory services to one centralised place with Lightspeed SmartSync™ technology.

Flexible policy management: Quickly locate and manage group policies, reports, and more with quick search 
functionality, sophisticated hierarchical breadcrumb navigation, and granular group filtering with Lightspeed 
SmartPolicy™ technology.      

The Most Precise Web Filter: With 138 categories that differentiate sites such as adult gaming versus 
educational gaming, Lightspeed Filter is the most precise web filter on the market ensuring  
comprehensiveness without over blocking, unlike other filters.

Adaptive AI Database: From 20 years of web crawling, Lightspeed has the most mature and complete education-
focused database in the industry leveraging machine learning and human review by data scientists and to block 
inappropriate, new, and unknown sites and allow access to valuable educational materials.

Easy SSL Decryption: Provide multi-OS SSL decryption without the need to configure proxies, PACs, or trust 
certificates. Lightspeed SmartAgents™ put the power of a filter inside each device.

Granular YouTube Controls: SmartPlay™ takes control of YouTube. Allow educational videos and block 
inappropriate content, thumbnails and time-wasters—in just a click.

Dynamic Reports: Get high-level data on device use or detailed, granular reports on individual students. 
Lightspeed Systems® offers the most powerful, actionable, and shareable reports.

Powerful Features

   Cloud DNS filtering 

   BYOD/IoT filtering

   After-school controls

   Flagging and alerts

   Allow/block lists

   Lockout controls

   Custom block pages

   Custom white/blacklists

   Social media controls

   Search controls

   Data dashboard

   Secure, sharable reports

   Student-level activity 
reporting

   YouTube Smart Play

   YouTube reporting

   Search reporting

   Google Docs reporting

   Social media reporting

   Parent reports

   Flagged activity reports

   Device detective  
geolocation 

   Easy device mapping 

   Automatic updates

   Fast cloud set-up 

   Safe search

   Audit logging
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